Manipulation and separation of oil droplets by using asymmetric nano-orifice induced DC dielectrophoretic method
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Abstract

Hypothesis

Emulsion droplets are versatile tools in chemical and biological fields and the separation of emulsion droplets is one of the most crucial steps in research and industry.

Experiments

This work developed a nano-orifice based DC dielectrophoretic (DEP) system for the sorting of oil-in-water emulsion droplets by size and content in a microchannel. Then, the size-dependent separation of oil droplets was conducted and verified by the prediction of theoretical simulation. In addition, by selecting the suspending solution with a specific electrical conductivity, the oil droplets with similar sizes but different contents were separated based on their opposite DEP behaviors.

Findings

The size-dependent separation of smaller silicone oil droplets (7.5 and 11 µm in diameter) with a high separation resolution, i.e., size difference of only 3.5 µm was achieved and showed good agreement with the simulation results. The positive and negative DEP behaviors of the droplets varying with the electrical conductivity of the suspending solution were discussed and different types of droplets of similar sizes but different contents were separated. This paper presents the DC-DEP method based sorting of emulsion droplets by size and content in nanofluidic chip for the first time, providing a platform to manipulate individual emulsion droplet.
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1. Introduction

Emulsions with liquid droplets dispersing in another insoluble liquid have been versatile tools in chemical, biological, as well as medical fields. The emulsion droplets is applicable for the fabrication of solid particles [1–3], encapsulation, and screening of cells and DNA [4–8], as well as drug delivery and screening [9]. As the droplets have good compatibility with many chemical and biological reagents, the droplet-based microfluidic technology enables the field of single-cell biology [10,11], and the droplets can function as individual microreactors and serve as carriers with a variety of kinds of biochemical reactions [12–14]. Due to the dimensional scaling benefits, the reactions of fluids in the droplet is controllable and rapid, resulting in reduced reagent consumption and high manipulation efficiencies [15]. Generally, the droplet microfluidic involves the production and manipulation of the individual droplet in the microchannels [16], and it is crucial to fabricate the droplets in a uniform structure during that process. In spite of the highly-demanded applications of the droplets, the droplet generation techniques are limited. Normally, the droplets are manufactured by stirring the mixture with large-scale instruments [17]. It is usually difficult to produce the droplets with the precise size and typically the droplets have wide size distributions [18]. Alternatively, the microfluidics has become a prevalent technique to produce highly monodisperse emulsion droplets [19]. Depending on the channel geometry in the microfluidic device, the T-junction [20–23] and flow-focusing [24–27] configurations are introduced to form droplets with controllable sizes. Recent improvements in microfluidic emulsion technology enable the generation of uniform emulsion droplets in a small volume by electrical control, such as dielectrophoretic [28–30] and electrowetting on dielectric methods [31–33]. These fabrication methods can generate large numbers of droplets with a diameter which ranges from nanometers to micrometers [34]. However, it still shows a variation of 3-10% in size of the emulsion droplets produced by these methods [35]. Moreover, the production of the daughter droplets together with the mother droplets is undesired and then the quality of the droplets becomes hard to control [36]. Thus, it is essential to develop a tool for sorting emulsion droplets by size and the droplets with well-defined size and uniform morphology can be purified for consecutive applications.

Recently, the manipulation of emulsion droplets attracts considerable interest and the development of the related microfluidic technology provides various approaches for sorting emulsion droplets in the microchannel, which include gravity and microchannel geometry effects [37–39],
mechanical valves [40–42], electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) [43], dielectrophoresis (DEP) [44–48], etc. As the sedimentation velocity of the smaller droplets is lower than that of the larger droplets, Huh et al. [39] designed the gravity-driven sized-based separation system in the microchannel to separate the droplets with different diameter by employing the hydrodynamic sorting amplification. By using the asymmetrical widening design for the separation microchannel, the sorting effect is enhanced. However, this method has limited sensitivity for droplets of similar sizes. The droplets can also be separated mechanically by using valves which are assembled in the microfluidic devices. In the design created by Abate et al. [40], the fluid flow is manipulated by the single-layer membrane valve which is fabricated in the microchannel, enabling the separation of droplets into different outlets with high speed at a frequency of hundreds of hertz. However, in order to sort droplets effectively by this method, precise control over the flow field inside the microchannel is necessary. The EWOD method is also utilized for sorting droplets. Cho et al. [43] conducted the separation of droplets and its contents in the EWOD-based microfluidic chip by adjusting the interfacial energy of the droplets and the solid surface with an array of microelectrodes, resulting in the droplets movement. Two different kinds of particles were first divided by electrophoresis into two areas of a master droplet and then splitted the droplet in half by EWOD actuation. Then the two daughter droplets with different contents can be separated. Even though the EWOD technology enables to achieve separation inside the droplets, its throughput is very limited in comparison with the high-speed production and performance of the flow-focused based droplet systems.

In addition to the above-mentioned separation methods, dielectrophoresis proves to be an effective strategy for continuously sorting particles and droplets by size and its content in microfluidic systems [44–46,48–53] due to its advantages of low sample consumption, label-free separation, and fast response. Due to the dielectric property differences of the droplets and the suspending solution in the electrical field gradient, the DEP force is induced and drives the droplets to move. The non-uniform electric field can be induced by employing the electric potential to an array of asymmetrical microelectrodes embedded inside the microchannel or via the external electrodes across the varying shape of the microchannel with insulator-based constricted structures [54]. Since the magnitude of the DEP force varies with the size of the emulsion droplets, the size-dependent separation of the emulsion droplets is straightforward. While, to sort the droplets of similar sizes but different contents, it always requires discrete processes [53]. As different particles
or droplets show distinct dielectric property, the alternating current (AC) DEP is applied to identify and separate the particles or droplets by adjusting the applied frequency [55]. In the design demonstrated by Ahn et al. [44], the DEP effect was first introduced for high-throughput droplets sorting. In order to drive the droplets into designated channel branches, indium tin oxide (ITO) microelectrodes with specific location and structures were placed underneath the PDMS microchannels to provide the maximized field gradient and force, leading to a sorting rate of 1.6 kHz. Guo et al. [48] introduced a droplet electric sorting microfluidic chip for cell separation. By optimizing the electrodes and the electric square pulse, single or multiple mammalian cells encapsulated alginate droplet can be isolated, respectively, which provides a method for the operation and analysis of single cell. The microfluidic platform combining with optically induced DEP was introduced to manipulate and separate the droplets [45,56–58]. By introducing optical images onto the photoconductive materials on the opposite sides of the microchannel, the virtual electrodes were produced where generates the electric field gradient and hence the DEP force. Instead of utilizing fixed microelectrodes, the moving electrodes images provided a convenient method and enabled the programmed movement of the individual droplet by adjusting the laser beam. Generally, the emulsion droplets can be manipulated in microfluidic chips by utilizing the conventional DEP effects. However, the implementation of the microelectrodes in the microfluidic chips and the fabrication processes are difficult and expensive. Furthermore, the traditional dielectrophoretic methods cannot achieve the sorting of emulsion droplets with both high separation resolution and throughput. The problems discussed above can be overcome by a newly developed DEP method using asymmetric orifices [49–51]. As discussed elsewhere [49–51], the electrical field gradient can be induced by employing the DC electric voltages through a group of asymmetric orifices through the external electrodes. By using a pair of asymmetric orifices with large width ratio, a stronger electric field gradient and hence larger DEP force can be produced with a strong electric field strength applied through the microchannel, resulting in a high separation resolution. Furthermore, in this design, the production of the electric field gradient will not change the cross-section of the microchannel and has no influence on the particle or droplet transportation. By using the pressure-driven flow to drive the particles and droplets, the throughput can be dramatically increased in comparison with other microfluidic DEP methods.

It is well-known that manipulation and separation of micro emulsion oil droplets are critical aspects in colloid and interface science. In this paper, the manipulation and sorting of the oil-in-
water emulsion droplets was conducted inside the microchannel by the asymmetric orifice based DC-DEP. The fabrication of the nano-orifice based microfluidic chip and the distribution of the electric fields near the small orifice were presented. Then, the size-dependent separation of emulsion droplets was conducted, and the prediction of theoretical simulation was compared with the experimental results. In addition, selecting the suspending solution with a specific electrical conductivity, the oil droplets with similar sizes but different contents were separated based on their opposite DEP behaviors. This paper, for the first time to our knowledge, presents the size-dependent and content-dependent separation of emulsion oil droplets under a pressure-driven flow in the nano-orifice based nanofluidic channel by using DC-DEP method, broadening the applications of the DC-DEP method in colloid and interface science and in industry.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Dielectrophoretic separation
Dielectrophoresis is the motion of a polarized particle/droplet in an aqueous solution with the presence of the non-uniformity of an electric field. The DEP force exerting on the particle/droplet is generally expressed as [59]

\[ F_{DEP} = 2\pi \varepsilon_m a^3 \text{Re}(f_{CM})(\nabla|E|^2) \]  

where \( a \) and \( \varepsilon_m \) represents the droplets radius and the electrical permittivity of the surrounding medium, the electrical field squared gradient is demonstrated by \( \nabla|E|^2 \), and the real part of the Clausius-Mossotti (CM) factor, i.e., \( \text{Re}(f_{CM}) \) is expressed as

\[ f_{CM} = \left( \frac{\varepsilon_p - \varepsilon_m^*}{\varepsilon_p^* + 2\varepsilon_m^*} \right) \]  

where droplet and the solution is illustrated by the subscripts \( p \) and \( m \), respectively, and the complex permittivity, i.e., \( \varepsilon^* \) is described as

\[ \varepsilon^* = \varepsilon - (j\sigma/\omega) \]  

where the permittivity and electric conductivity of the droplet and the surrounding medium are represented by \( \varepsilon \) and \( \sigma \), respectively, the angular frequency of the electric field is represented by \( \omega \), and \( j = \sqrt{-1} \). The \( f_{CM} \) demonstrates the relative polarizabilities between the droplets and the surrounding medium. A positive value of the \( f_{CM} \) indicates that the particles/droplets are more polarizable than the suspending solution, and they will be attracted by the positive DEP (p-DEP) forces and flow towards the maximum electric field. While a negative value of \( f_{CM} \) indicates that
the particles/droplets are less polarizable than the medium which will undergo the negative-DEP (n-DEP) effects and be pushed away from the maximum electric field. When employing the DC electric fields, the $f_{CM}$ becomes solely dependent on the electrical conductivity of the droplet $\sigma_p$ and the surrounding medium $\sigma_m$ which is expressed as [60]

$$f_{CM} = \frac{\sigma_p - \sigma_m}{\sigma_p + 2\sigma_m}$$

It can be inferred from Eq (1) that the magnitude of the dielectrophoretic forces will increase with the electric field gradient ($\nabla |E|^2$) and the radius cubic of the droplet ($a^3$), while the sign of $f_{CM}$ determines the direction of the DEP effects. Since the trajectory shifts are proportional to the DEP forces acting on the droplets, the droplets with different radius can be separated and flow into individual streams. In order to achieve a high separation resolution, a strong electric field gradient is necessary. In this work, a pair of asymmetric orifices with a sufficiently large width ratio is used to induce a strong electric field gradient, illustrated in Figure 1. As the distance between the two external electrodes is relatively small (essentially over the width of the microchannel), a low electrical potential difference applied through the orifices across the microchannel is enough to generate the strong electric field gradient.

In addition, since the direction of the dielectrophoretic forces, i.e., p-DEP and n-DEP, is determined by the sign of $f_{CM}$, two different kinds of particles/droplets may have opposite DEP behaviors and hence can be separated. It can be inferred from Eq (4) that, for the droplets whose electrical conductivity is smaller than that of the suspending solution, i.e., $f_{CM} < 0$, they will be repelled away by the n-DEP behaviors from the electric field maximum. While for the droplets that has a larger electrical conductivity than the medium, i.e., $f_{CM} >$, they will be attracted by p-DEP forces towards the electric field maximum. Therefore, by using the DC-DEP device as shown in Figure 1, not only the separation of droplets with different sizes can be achieved, but also the separation of droplets with similar sizes but different contents (and hence different electrical conductivity) can also be accomplished by selecting a suspending solution with an electrical conductivity, $\sigma_{p1} < \sigma_m < \sigma_{p2}$.

2.2. Fabrication of nanofluidic chips

The nanofluidic chips are composed of a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannel in the top and a single nanochannel in the bottom. The microchannel mold is designed by the AutoCAD
software and microchannel in the top is produced by peeling off the PDMS-curing agent mixture from the silicon wafer master by the standard photolithography technology (MicroChem, SU-8 photoresist). The bottom PDMS layer with a single nanochannel is replicated from the nanochannel mold which is fabricated by the following steps [49,51,61]. Firstly, a nano-crack with controlled size is created on the polystyrene surface (Petri dish surface, VWR) by using a solvent-based method. Then, the nano-crack is transferred onto an SU-8 photoresist layer to work as a positive nanochannel mold by the soft photolithography method. To avoid the collapse of the nanochannel roofs after bonding, the hard PDMS [62] with a higher Young’s modulus is spin-coated on the nanochannel mold and microchannel mold followed by heating in the oven at 70 °C for 1 hour. Then, a regular PDMS layer is cast onto the hard PDMS followed by heating in the oven at 80 °C for another 2 hours. After peeling off from the channel molds, the top layer (PDMS microchannel) and the bottom layer (PDMS nanochannel) are treated by plasma ((Harrick plasma®, PDC-32G) and the nanofluidic chips is eventually obtained by bonding these two layers together with a home-made alignment system under the microscope.

As shown in Figure 1(A), the structure of this nanofluidic chip includes a main channel with the sample inlet channel (A) and pressure-driven fluid inlet channel (B), the outlet chennels (E and F), as well as two wells (C and D) where inserting the external electrodes. In order to induce the electric field gradient and hence the dielectrophoretic forces, the micron and nano orifices are fabricated on the opposite sides of the mainchannel walls. As shown in Figure (A), when the mixture of the emulsion droplets comes into the horizontal main channel through the sample inlet channel A, they are forced to flow closely to the side wall of the small orifice by the hydrodynamically dominant flow from the sheath fluid inlet channel B. Meanwhile, a DC electrical potential difference is applied through the pair of the orifices by the external electrodes, where the streamline of the electric field across the channel between the C and D is limited by the opening sizes of the asymmetric orifices. To ensure the production of a large electric field gradient near the nano-orifice, the asymmetric orifices have a large width ratio. Then, the droplets will experience the DEP effects when moving through the small orifice where the strongest gradient of the electric field exists.

In this chip, the width of the branch channels B, E and F and the main channel are 80 μm, and the width of the branch channel A is 20 μm. The depth of the whole channel is 25 μm. In this study,
the local electric field is produced by the platinum electrodes inserted in the reservoirs C and D where a DC electric potential is applied, and the distance between these two external electrodes is approximately 0.6 cm. In order to induce strong electric field gradient, a single nanochannel of 860 nm in width and 290 nm in depth is utilized as the nano-orifice. The length of the nano-orifice is always 15 µm and the large orifice has a width of 125 µm for all chips.

An example of the PDMS nanofluidic chip after bonding is shown in Figure 2(A) and a zoom-in view of the asymmetric orifices area captured by using an optical microscope (Nikon, TE-2000) is shown in Figure 2(B). The nanochannel used in this work is characterized by using an AFM (Multimode™SPM, Digital Instruments). Figure 3(C) and 3(D) shows a 3D image of a single PDMS nanochannel which is measured by the AFM and has a width of 860 nm and a depth of 290 nm.

2.3. Preparation of oil-in-water emulsion

The emulsion droplets were fabricated by mixing the silicone oil (XIAMETER PMS-200) or the silicone oil-based Carbon and Silver Conductive Grease (MG Chemicals) with water by utilizing the nonionic surfactant Tween 20 (Sigma Aldrich) as the stabilizing agent. After introducing 5 mL DI water, 1 mL silicone oil with 100 µL surfactant solution or 0.05 g conductive grease with 50 µL surfactant solution into a glass bottle (15mL in volume), the emulsion droplets were generated by stirring the mixture with an ultrasonic cleaner at the frequency of 42 kHz for 2 minutes (Cody Digital Ultrasonic Cleaner) and a vortex mixer (VWR Scientific) at the speed of 3200 rpm for 1 minute.

2.4. Experimental system setup

In this study, the two pairs of silicone oil droplets, i.e., 9 µm and 14.5 µm, and 7.5 µm and 11 µm, and three pairs of oil mixture droplets, i.e., droplets of silicone oil and carbon grease with a diameter of approximately 7.5 µm, droplets of silicone oil and carbon-plus-silver grease with a diameter of approximately 7 µm, as well as droplets of carbon grease and carbon-plus-silver grease with a diameter of approximately 7.5 µm were fabricated. A solution of 0.4 mM K₂HPO₄ with a pH of 7 and an electrical conductivity of 0.01 S/m was employed to separate the 7.5 µm droplets of carbon grease and carbon-plus-silver grease. The deionized water with a pH 7 and an electrical conductivity of $5.5 \times 10^{-6}$ S/m was used for the rest groups of separation.

In the experiments, the suspending medium was added into the chip, at room temperature 25 ±
1°C. Then, 10 µL of the emulsion droplets was introduced into the sample inlet well A, 7.5 µL of the suspending solution was introduced into the sheath fluid inlet well B, 2.5 µL of the suspending medium was injected into the reservoirs C and D to submerge the electrodes. Due to the limitation of the width of the microchannel, only the emulsion droplets with a radius smaller than 10 µm were allowed to move into the horizontal channel. Then, the mixture of the droplets was pushed by the focusing liquid from branch channel B to move along the upper sidewall of the horizontal channel and experience the strong DEP effects near the nano-orifice. In this work, the pressure-driven flow was employed to drive the droplets and the liquid flow, which is controlled by the liquid height differences between the inlet and outlet wells. After the microchannel is wet by the suspending solution, 10 µL of the droplet samples are introduced into the reservoir A and no solution is introduced into outlet well E and F. By adjusting the volume of the inlet sample solution, different flow rates can be obtained. The volume difference is used to adjust the liquid height differences between the inlet and outlet wells and hence the pressure difference. After placing the platinum electrodes into the reservoirs C and D, the electric field was applied with DC power supplier (HVS448 High Voltage Sequencer, LabSmith). By adjusting the output electric potentials to the electrodes by a custom-made voltage adjuster, the strength of the electric field became controllable. As shown in Figure 3(B), the $\nabla |E|^2_{\text{max}}$ calculated by COMSOL is in the order of $\sim 10^{21}$ V$^2$/m$^3$ with 320 V applied via a pair of electrodes over 0.15 cm between the reservoirs C and D. An inverted optical microscope (Nikon, TE-2000) was utilized to visualize the movements of the oil droplets in the horizontal channel and a charge coupled device CCD camera (QImaging) was employed to record the images at 25 frames per second.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Simulation of electric field and the oil droplet trajectory
As shown in Figure 3, an example of the trajectories of the 7.5 µm and 11 µm silicone oil droplets and the distribution of the electric field near the asymmetric orifices are demonstrated. These are calculated by using COMSOL 4.3b. In this design, the non-uniformity of the electric field is produced by applying the DC electric potential through the nano and micron orifices by the external electrodes. The greatest non-uniformity of the electric field is produced near the nano-orifice. As shown in Figure 3 (A), the oil droplets are loaded into the horizontal channel and forced by the dominant sheath flow from branch channel B to move close to the upper sidewall and pass over the nano-orifice where the greatest electric field gradient exists. It can be inferred from Figure
3(B), the oil droplets are driven into individual trajectories after experiencing the dielectrophoretic effects. Since the locally applied electric potential is low and the nano-orifice has a width of 860 nm, the liquid flow from reservoir C to the main channel can be neglected. As the magnitude of the DEP force is dependent on the radius cubic of the droplet, the larger 11 μm oil droplets experience stronger n-DEP force, leading to a sufficiently large trajectory shift, and are pushed away into the outlet channel F. While, the DEP effects on the smaller 7.5 μm oil droplets are relatively weaker and they flow into outlet channel E. If the mixed emulsion droplets have similar sizes but different contents, the droplets with stronger polarizability than that of the suspending solution will be attracted by the p-DEP effects towards the nano-orifice and flow into the outlet channel E. While the droplets, whose polarizability is weaker compared with that of the medium, will undergo n-DEP and be pushed towards the large orifice where has weak electric field, and then move into the outlet reservoir F. Therefore, the size-dependent separation of the oil droplets and the separation of the oil droplets by its content can be achieved by using the nano-orifice based DC-DEP device.

3.2. Size-dependent separation of oil droplets
The separation of 7.5 μm and 11 μm silicone oil droplets, and 9 μm and 14.5 μm silicone oil droplets were conducted under DC-DEP effects by applying an electric potential to electrode C of 320 V and 240 V, respectively, and the electrode D is grounded. The DI water with a pH value of 7 and an electric conductivity of $5.5 \times 10^{-6}$ S/m was utilized as the suspending medium, and hence the silicone oil droplets will experience the n-DEP forces. In the experiments, the nano-orifice has a width of 860 nm and a length of 15 μm, and the large orifice has a width of 125 μm in all nanofluidic chips. An example of the size-dependent separation of oil droplets is illustrated in Figure 4, where the trajectories of the oil droplets are obtained by superimposing a series of sequentially recorded images of the moving droplets.

As discussed about Eq (1), the dielectrophoretic forces and hence the lateral shifts of the oil droplets are dependent upon the electric field gradient and the diameter of droplets. Thus, as shown in Figure 1(A), the oil droplets of different radii are sorted into individual trajectory and separated when moving closely to the small orifice in the mainchannel. An examples of the size-dependent separation of the emulsion droplets are illustrated in Figure 4. The mixture of oil droplets flows into the channel A and they are pushed by the sheath fluid from branch channel B to move along
the upper channel wall. When the silicone oil droplets move through the region of the electric field gradient, the n-DEP forces take effects, leading to the lateral shifts of their trajectories, and they are thus moved into different streams. By controlling the custom-made voltage adjuster, the smaller and larger oil droplets flow into the outlet channel E and outlet channel F, respectively. Under $\phi_C=240$ V, the larger oil droplets with $d=14.5$ $\mu$m experience stronger DEP forces and flow into the outlet F, while the oil droplets with smaller diameter of $d=9$ $\mu$m experience weaker DEP effects and flow into the outlet E (Figure 4(A)). The experimental result (Figure 4(A)) shows good agreement with the simulation trajectories of the 9 $\mu$m and 14.5 $\mu$m diameter silicone oil droplets (Figure 3(A)). Furthermore, based on Eq. (1), as the magnitude of the DEP force will increase with the droplet size, a higher electric voltage should be applied for the separation of oil droplets with smaller diameters such as 7.5 $\mu$m and 11 $\mu$m. Figure 4(B) shows that the mixture of the oil droplets with two different sizes, 7.5 $\mu$m and 11 $\mu$m, were successfully separated under $\phi_C=320$ V. It should be noted that this nano-orifice based DC-DEP separation system can be employed for continuously sorting smaller oil droplets of 7.5 $\mu$m and 11 $\mu$m with a high separation resolution of 3.5 $\mu$m (difference in diameter) as illustrated in Figure 4(B). In addition, by controlling the applied voltages to electrodes C, the separation of oil droplets of different sizes can be achieved. Thus, the applied voltages can be optimized for the specific size of the targeted droplets by theoretical predictions and experimental calibrations.

### 3.3. Separation of oil droplets by content

In this work, in order to examine the sensitivity of this nano-orifice based DC-DEP separation system, the separation of the oil droplets of similar sizes but different contents, i.e., the droplets of silicone oil and carbon grease with a diameter of 7.5 $\mu$m, the droplets of silicone oil and carbon-plus-silver grease with a diameter of 7 $\mu$m, as well as the droplets of carbon grease and carbon-plus-silver grease with a diameter of 7.5 $\mu$m were conducted under $\phi_C=320$ V, $\phi_C=360$ V, and $\phi_C=360$ V, respectively. The physicochemical properties of these oil droplets are listed in Table 1. As shown in Figure 5, the $f_{CM}$ values of the oil droplets with three different contents are plotted varying with the conductivity of the surrounding solution, $\sigma_m$. In order to make sure that the oil droplets with different contents experience the p-DEP and n-DEP forces, respectively, the suspending solutions with two different electrical conductivities were used. The solution of 0.4 mM K$_2$HPO$_4$ with a pH 7 and a conductivity of $1 \times 10^{-2}$ S/m was used for the sorting of the
droplets of carbon grease and carbon-plus-silver grease, and the DI water with pH of 7 and a conductivity of $5.5 \times 10^{-6}$ S/m for the rest groups of separation.

The separation of the oil droplets of similar sizes but different contents was conducted. By selecting the surrounding solution with a specific electrical conductivity, the separation of the droplets of silicone oil and carbon grease with a diameter of 7.5 µm, the droplets of silicone oil and carbon-plus-silver grease with a diameter of 7 µm, and the droplets of carbon grease and carbon-plus-silver grease with a diameter of 7.5 µm based on the opposite dielectrophoretic behaviors as a function of the droplet content under the condition of $\phi_C=320$ V, $\phi_C=360$ V, as well as $\phi_C=360$ V, respectively, is shown in Figure 6.

In Figure 6(A), as the electrical conductivity of the droplets of carbon grease is higher than that of the surrounding solution, i.e., $f_{CM} \approx 1$ (Table 1), these droplets were attracted by the p-DEP forces towards the electric field maximum area and flowed into the outlet branch E. On the contrary, the droplets of silicone oil have an electrical conductivity smaller than that of the medium, i.e., $f_{CM} \approx -0.5$ (Table 1), the droplets experienced n-DEP effects and were repelled from electric field maximum region and flowed into the outlet branch F. It clearly shows in Figure 6(B) and 6(C) that the mixtures of the droplets of carbon-plus-silver grease ($f_{CM} \approx 1$) and silicon oil ($f_{CM} \approx -0.5$) with a diameter of 7 µm, and the droplets of carbon grease ($f_{CM} \approx 1$) and carbon-plus-silver grease ($f_{CM} \approx -0.43$) with a diameter of 7.5 µm were successfully separated by experiencing p-DEP and n-DEP forces, respectively. This indicates that the continuous separation of the oil droplets of similar sizes but different contents based on these opposite DEP behaviors can be achieved in this nano-orifice based DC-DEP separation device. Furthermore, it should be noticed that the separation of the oil droplets of similar sizes with other different contents can be achieved by simply controlling the applied voltages and selecting the suspending solution with a specific electrical conductivity. The relationships among the voltages, electrical conductivity, and the content of the oil droplets can be easily obtained through numerical simulation and experiments.

4. Conclusion

The nano-orifice based DC-DEP method is developed to separate the oil droplets by size and by content under a pressure-driven flow in the nanofluidic chip for the first time. The size-dependent separation of smaller silicone oil droplets with a small size difference of only 3.5 µm was
demonstrated. Furthermore, by selecting the surrounding solution with a specific electrical conductivity, the separation of the oil droplets of similar size but different contents can be achieve by opposite DEP effects, i.e., p-DEP and n-DEP, respectively in the nano-orifice based DC-DEP device. In this study, by applying a low DC electric potential difference through a pair of the nano and micron orifices with a large width ratio on the opposite sidewall, a stronger non-uniformity of the electric field gradient is generated and hence sufficient greater DEP effects are achieved, leading to a high separation resolution, whereas the complicated implementation of microelectrodes inside the microfluidic chips [44,45,48,56–58] and expensive fabrication processes are avoided. Moreover, in this system, the production of non-uniformity of the electric field does not change the cross-section of the microfluidic channel and has no influence on liquid flow and the droplets transportation. By using the pressure-driven flow to drive the droplets, the throughput can be dramatically increased in comparison with other microfluidic DEP methods [39,40,43]. In addition, by simply adjusting the applied voltage and the electrical conductivity of the surrounding solution, the separation of target oil droplets with specific size and content can be achieved. This paper, for the first time to our knowledge, presents a simple and effective method using DC-DEP to separate oil droplets by size and by content for wide applications in industry and research. Further study is under way to separate different kinds of oil droplets carrying different biomolecules or bioparticles such as nucleic acid or bacterial.
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic diagram of the microfluidic DC-DEP chip with a pair of asymmetric orifices for droplets separation. (B) Schematic diagram of the experimental system.

Figure 2. (A) An example of the nano-orifice based device for the droplets separation. (B) A zoom-in photograph of the asymmetric orifices area captured by using the microscope. (C) Illustration of a 3D view of a PDMS nanochannel section measured by AFM. (D) A cross-section of the nanochannel with a size about 860 ± 19 nm in width and 290 ± 22 nm in depth.

Figure 3. The trajectory of the oil droplets and distribution of the electric field in the nanofluidic channel. (A) An example of the separation of the 7.5 µm and 11 µm oil droplets in the channel. (B) Distribution of the gradient of the electric field squared (∇|E|^2). The width and length of the small orifice is 860 nm and 15 µm, respectively, and the width of the large orifice is 125 µm. The voltage applied is 320 V in electrode C and zero in electrode D.

Figure 4. Separation of the oil droplets by size. (A) Separation of 9 µm and 14.5 µm diameter silicone oil droplets, \( \phi_C=240 \text{ V}, \phi_D=0 \text{ V} \). (B) Separation of 7.5 µm and 11 µm diameter silicone oil droplets, \( \phi_C=320 \text{ V}, \phi_D=0 \text{ V} \). \( \phi_C \) and \( \phi_D \) indicate the voltages applied to the reservoirs C and D. In this chip, the width and length of the small orifice is 860 nm and 15 µm, respectively, and the width of the large orifice is 125 µm.

Figure 5. Clausius-Mossotti factor \( f_{CM} \) for the oil droplets with three different contents as a function of the electric conductivity of the suspending solution \( \sigma_m \).

Figure 6. Separation of the oil droplets of similar sizes by content. (A) Separation of the silicon oil droplets and carbon grease droplets with a diameter of 7.5 µm, \( \phi_C=320 \text{ V}, \phi_D=0 \text{ V} \). (B) Separation of the silicon oil droplets and carbon-plus-silver grease droplets with a diameter of 7 µm, \( \phi_C=360 \text{ V}, \phi_D=0 \text{ V} \). (C) Separation of the carbon grease droplets and carbon-plus-silver grease droplets with a diameter of 7.5 µm, \( \phi_C=360 \text{ V}, \phi_D=0 \text{ V} \). The width and length of the small orifice is 860 nm and 15 µm, respectively, and the width of the large orifice is 125 µm. The small dots are the impurities of grease.
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The graph shows the correlation between $f_{CM}$ and $\sigma_m [S/m]$ for different materials:
- Silicon oil (dashed red line)
- Carbon Grease (dashed blue line)
- Carbon-plus-Silver Grease (solid green line)

The y-axis represents $f_{CM}$, and the x-axis represents $\sigma_m [S/m]$. The graph illustrates the variation of $f_{CM}$ with $\sigma_m$ for both p-DEP and n-DEP.
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Table 1. Physicochemical properties of three oil droplets and the corresponding Clausius-Mossotti factor ($f_{CM}$) for the oil droplets in the suspending medium with two different electric conductivities, i.e., $\sigma_m = 0.01 \ \text{S/m}$ for the droplets of carbon grease and carbon-plus-silver grease, and $\sigma_m = 5.5 \times 10^{-6} \ \text{S/m}$ for the rest two groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Conductivity (S/m)</th>
<th>$f_{CM}$ with $\sigma_m = 5.5 \times 10^{-6} \ \text{S/m}$</th>
<th>$f_{CM}$ with $\sigma_m = 1 \times 10^{-2} \ \text{S/m}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Droplet of Silicon oil</strong></td>
<td>$10^{-13}$</td>
<td>$\approx -0.5$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>(Transparent in color)</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Droplet of Carbon grease</strong></td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>$\approx 1$</td>
<td>$\approx 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>(Black in color. Silicon oil based, conduction filler: carbon.)</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Droplet of Carbon-plus-Silver grease</strong></td>
<td>$0.9 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$\approx 1$</td>
<td>$\approx -0.43$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>(Silver in color. Silicon oil based, conduction filler: carbon-plus-silver)</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>